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if (from Whom!= MYSELF) image is updated only if the request doesn't come from the object itself 
piePresSetRatio (whichPie, ratio);}a method of the Presentation part to update the image according to the ratio 

pieEvent (whichPie, theEvent) to handle events from devices 
{case (theEvent.what) 

MOUSE: mouse (whichPie, theEvent); .... } 
mouse (whichPie, theEvent) a local procedure to process mouse events 

{case (wheremouse = mouseloc(whichPie, theEvent.where)) 
INCONTENT: a mouse event inside the circle signals a dynamic displacement 

if (objlsValid(whichPie,MOVE)) to determine whether the object currently accepts to be moved around 
pieMove(whichPie, theEvent.where); 

INNEEDDLE: a mouse event inside the needle signals a dynamic displacement of the needle 
if (objlsValid(whichPie,MOVENEEDLE)) piePresTrackneedle(theEvent. where, ratio); 
if (piePreshaschanged(whichPie, ratio)) 

{ratiotoval(ratio, val); if the needle has moved, then the ratio has changed and the abstract 
pieAbsSetVal (whichPie, val, MYSELF)} value needs to be updated. 

if (objlsTalkative(whichPie) returns true if the object has to signal ahanges of its abstract interface. 
{ ... ; build msg to notify the ancestor of a change in the abstract interface 
Obj SendAncestor(whichPie, msg)} ;given a message and an object, call the appropriate method of 

the object's ancestor ... } 
One operator for the super pie chart described in 4.1 
spieSetVal (whichSpie, val, from Whom) to set the current abstract value of a super pie chart 

{case (from Whom) 
ANCESTOR: the request comes from the ancestor 

... , build appropriate message to update the value of son] ( i.e. the pie chart) 
objSendSon(objSon(whichSpie, son1), msg); 
... , build appropriate message to update the value of son2 (i.e. the string) 
objSendSon(objSon(whichSpie, son2), msg); 

SON: the request comes from a son 
objSendSon(theotherson, msg); 
if (objlsTalkative) objSendAncestor(whichSpie, msg)} 
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Abstract 

Transparency and adaptability are important criteria for the usability of computer systems. 

It is not easy to fulfill these criteria in ill-structured domains by using traditional software 

concepts. The object-oriented approach, however, lillows the construction of metasystems 

which enable the user to understand and manipulate the underlying conceptual schemata of 

a:p. application system. 

zoo1 is a metasystem for the application expert. ZOO visualizes the contents of an 

object-oriented knowledge base in a graphic, spatial representation as a net of icons. ZOO 

allows its user to inspect, manipulate, create and delete the components of. a knowledge 

base through direct manipulation of graphic objects. 

1. Introduction 

There is an increasing demand for computer solutions in ill-structured problem domains 

such as office automation, planning, design, or diagnosis. In general there is no formal 

description of the problem domain and the goals of operation are not well-defined. So it 

is hard or even impossible to find definite general methods for solving problems in these 

environments. 

1The author was a. member of the Research Group INFORM at the University of Stuttgart, when 
he developed the ZOO system. The Research Group INFORM is supported by the German Federal 
Ministery of Research and Technology (BMFT) under contract ITW8404A/ 4, as part of the joint 
project WISDOM. The development of the ZOO system was supported by the TA Triumph Adler 
AG, Ni.irnberg, West Germany. 
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~ I COtlTEtHS 

Figure 1: The ZOO metasystem 

Therefore the usage of computer software for non-trivial problems in these domains imposes 

a lot of difficulties on the end user of the system. 

• Due to the lack of well-defined goals and methods it is hard for a human to accept 
the solutions found by the computer. The user does not know the underlying con

ceptual model of the decisions made by, a computer. The program documentation 
does not help, because it usually describes the software structure of the system rather 
than the concepts of the application domain. 

• Since the application domain is not sufficiently formalized the computer software used 
is destined for incompleteness. The system designer can only follow heuristics which 
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still have to be verified in the field. The use of the system will reveal new criteria 
which require a modification of the software by a software specialist. A permanent 
communication problem between the user and the programmer of the software is the 
result, taking a lot of time. Therefore most of the users would rather perform the 
necessary modifications by themselves. 

So there are two criteria with increasing importance for the evaluation of complex software 

systems: the transparency and the adaptability of the system. These criteria are not ful

filled while using traditional application systems in ill-structured problem domains. The 

reason for this deficiency is the way knowledge is represented in traditional systems: Since 

the knowledge is encoded in a collection of procedures and data structures, its only use is 

the run of the application system. For all other purposes, the code of a program is a 

poor representation of knowledge: neither does it help much if we need documentation, 

explanation or help for the usage of the system nor does it support its augmentation or 

modification by itself. 

Object-oriented application systems, however, offer a way out of this problem. The be

havior of these systems is driven by a knowledge base consisting of objects rather than by 

a collection of procedures. There is no limit for the interpretation of the knowledge en

coded in objects, so it is possible to design systerri components which access and manipu

late the contents of an object-oriented knowledge base. Such system components operate 

on a higher level of abstraction than the underlying application system, therefore they are 

called metasystems2• Having access to the knowledge sources used by the application sys

tem, metasystems are able to explain and to control the behavior of an application system. 

The Z003 system presented in this paper is a metasystem which serves two purposes: It 

is both an instrument for inspecting the contents of an object-oriented knowledge base in a 

two-dimensional graphic representation and a tool for the modification of knowledge bases 

by direct manipulation of sensitive screen objects. Graphics is a very popular means used 

for problem specification and for the documentation of technical systems, so it is used in 

the ZOO system. ZOO intentionally appears to its user as simple as a system for the dis

play and the construction of business graphics, whereas its functionality is much broader. 

Every graphic object displayed by the ZOO system represents an item of the system

internal knowledge base. Creating a new graphic object on the screen is a request for 

generating a new component of the knowledge base as well. Supporting the construction 

of a graphic diagram and a knowledge base at the same time, ZOO connects the processes 

2The first knowledge-based metasystems were developed in Stanford: Typical examples are the sys
tems EMYCIN/Teiresias and Meta-DENDRAL which are metasystems for the known expert systems 
MYCIN and DENDRAL [3] 

3The name ZOO stands for a Zoo Of Objects. 
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of specification, implementation and documentation of knowledge-based systems in parallel. 

Thus ZOO may also be considered as a rapid-prototyping tool. 

ZOO is running on a VAX 11/780 under Berkeley UNIX 4.2 and requires a BBN BitGraph 

terminal as communication device. ZOO makes use of the window-system WLISP [5] and 

the object-oriented language ObjTalk [13] which were both developed by members of the 

research group INFORM. The basic implementation language of all software components is 

Franz Lisp [7] . 

2. External Representation of Knowledge 

In our software systems, we use ObjTalk [13; 14], an object-oriented language, for the 

representation of knowledge. ObjTalk is a language which combines the actor concept and 

the message passing paradigm of Hewitt [10] and the frame ideas of Minsky [12] in a 

way similar to KL-ONE [2] or LOOPS [1]. 

ObjTalk allows the representation of object-level knowledge about concrete facts as well as 

meta-level knowledge4 about abstract concepts: 

• Concrete facts about the real world may be represented by ObjTalk obJects and their 
state. ObjTalk provides slots for every object in order to store properties and rela
tions to other objects. ObjTalk allows the classification of objects: Every object 

belongs to a class of which it is called an instance. 

• Abstract Concepts may be represented by a special kind of ObjTalk objects, called 
conceptual obJects. Classes are conceptual objects representing the common properties 
of their instances. All classes are forming a specialization hierarchy. Classes provide 
slot descriptions, rules and methods which are conceptual objects as well. 

For viewing and manipulating an object, we need an external representation for it. 

ObjTalk provides such a format, yet it is dedicated to programmers and consists of a Lisp

expression which would define the object when it is loaded or evaluated. This format is 

not suited for the end user of a system implemented in ObjTalk. 

If there is a terminal with a high-resolution screen, there are new ways of displaying the 

internal objects and their state in a representation closer to the needs of the user. This 

was shown by the success of the new graphic user-interfaces which came up with Xerox' 

Star computer [17] and are a standard now in a lot of small computers. Objects and 

operations originating in an office environment are visualized by graphic symbols, so-called 

icons and may be activated and processed by direct manipulation [16; 11]. Icon-based 

4The terms "object-level knowledge" and "meta-level knowledge" have been introduced by R. Davis 
(4] 
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direct-manipulation interfaces are very easy to learn and understand. A Star-like interface, 

however, does not fulfill all the needs of external knowledge representation: 

• The Star interface is limited to the office world, while we want to represent objects 
of arbitrary domains. 

• The Star interface supports only hierarchical relations, e.g. between a document and 
its folder, but a universal system should represent arbitrary relations between objects. 

• It must be possible, to represent abstract concepts (such as the concept folder), not 
only concrete objects (such as the folder XYZ). 

On the other side there are knowledge engineering tools which meet most of these require

ments, but suffer from a poor use of graphics, such as the SMALL TALK-Browser [8]. 

KEE and LOOPS only display specialization and instantiation hierarchies of objects, they 

do not support other relations between objects. Moreover, their graphic representations 

cannot be changed through direct manipulation. KEE's SIMKIT system possesses a com

plete direct-manipulation interface, yet it is only useful for simulation applications. The 

idea behind the ZOO system described here is to combine the graphic capabilities of an 

icon-based system with the universality of a knowledge engineering system. 

3. The ZOO Graphic Representation Format 

Common objects and conceptual objects of the knowledge representation language ObjTalk 

may be represented in a graphic form by the ZOO system. For this purpose ZOO 

provides two kinds of graphic primitives: icons and arrows. 

Icons are used for the graphic representation of objects. Usually such an icon has a square 

shape. It is labelled by the name of the object. It contains a graphic symbol which, in 

general, visualizes the class membership of the object. Relations to other objects are 

represented by labelled arrows pointing to the graphical representation of the corresponding 

objects while the label of the arrow contains the name of the relation. Figure 2 shows the 

graphic representation of an object, a German computer system, in relation to other ob

jects. In summary, object-level knowledge appears as a network of icons as nodes and 

labelled arrows as links. 

Meta-level knowledge consisting of a knowledge base of conceptual objects is represented 

basically the same way as object-level knowledge. Classes appear as icons which are sur

rounded by a fat border (see figure 3). By default, the graphic symbol used for the 

visualization of the class will be transmitted to its instances and to its inferiors in the 

specialization hierarchy. The specialization hierarchy of classes is represented internally by 

a relation with the name "superc", so it may be displayed using labelled arrows as 

described above. The other conceptual objects, such as slot descriptions, methods and rules 

are linked to the network of classes by labelled arrows representing the respective relations. 
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Figure 2: The object System-M in relation to other objects 
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Figure 3: The class computer and its surrounding conceptual objects 
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Figure 4: The slot description producer from class product 
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Slot descriptions appear as flat rectangles enclosing the name of the slot. Again there 

may be relation arrows originating from slot descriptions to other icons, displaying the 

type, the default value and the inverse relation (see figure 4). In a similar way ZOO 

visualizes methods and rules within the network of conceptual objects. 

4. The ZOO metasystem 

The ZOO metasystem may be considered as a user-interface to the whole knowledge 

represented by ObjTalk objects in a software system. The purpose of ZOO is to present 

the contents of a knowledge base in the graphic format described above, allowing the user 

to modify it through direct manipulation. ZOO is operating on the in-core representation 

of knowledge bases, so it is possible to make changes to a knowledge-based system at run

time. ZOO is able to access conceptual objects representing abstract concepts as well as 

concrete instances representing facts about the application domain. 

The graphic representation of a knowledge base is displayed in a rectangular region on the 

screen, a so-called zoo-window (see figure 1). Each icon represents an object, each labelled 

arrow represents a relation between objects of the knowledge base. One of these graphic 

objects (icons or labelled arrows) may be selected· by touching it with a pointing device 

(mouse). All object-specific operations apply to the selected item. The applicable opera

tions are displayed on the border of the zoo-window as function-icons, which can also be 

activated with the mouse. Objects may be created by copying or instantiating the selected 

object, relations between objects may be established by drawing arrows from the selected 

object to other objects. The names of these relations may be selected from a pop-up 

menu, the contents of which is derived from the class of the selected object. In addition 

there are functions for storing and retrieving knowledge bases, for viewing objects, for 

deleting objects, for forgetting relations, and for changing the appearance and position of 

objects. 

There is no central display manager for the graphic objects inside a zoo-window, the dis

play management is done in an object-oriented way instead. Each icon and each labelled 

arrow is itself represented by an ObjTalk object, a so-called interaction object [9]. Inter

action objects establish the link between internal objects and their graphic representation 

on the screen. Therefore interaction objects represent two kinds of knowledge: 

• An interaction object possesses graphic knowledge, it describes the position and the 
appearance of a screen object. This knowledge will be used for the purposes of dis
playing and activating the graphic objects. 

• An interaction object possesses knowledge about the existence of an internal object or 
about one of its properties. Interaction objects provide methods for the manipulation 
of their internal counterparts. 
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Within a zoo-window there are different classes of interaction objects which are used for 

the graphic presentation of the various kinds of knowledge base objects and their interrela

tions as described in section 3. The function-icons on the border of a zoo-window do not 

visualize the objects of the target knowledge base; they represent the functions of the ZOO 

system instead. Most of these functions apply to the selected graphic object inside the 

zoo-window. The effect of these functions depends on the class of the selected interaction 

object. Because of this context-dependent behavior, the number of functions may be kept 

small, making the user-interface simple and powerful at the same time. 

5. Conclusions 

The consideration of knowledge aspects leads to a new viewpoint in man-machine com

munication. The problem of constructing understandable user-interfaces can be reduced to 

the question of an external knowledge representation adapted to the user's point of view. 

Our answer to this question is the idea of a two-dimensional representation of knowledge 

by graphic objects on a high-resolution screen, being subject to direct manipulation with a 

pointing device. 

In this context, an integrated object-oriented software architecture which includes both the 

user-interface and the system kernel turns out to be very advantageous. An object-oriented 

user-interface allows the use of interaction objects which appear to the user as mouse

sensitive graphic objects on the screen of a computer terminal. But within the system 

they are active data objects communicating with the internal objects of the knowledge 

base. If the system kernel is driven by an object-oriented knowledge base every interaction 

object finds a unique internal counterpart and this guarantees a close connection between 

the internal and the external representation of knowledge. 

The object as a fundamental concept of programming and representing knowledge makes it 

possible to construct metasystems for visualizing and modifying the facts and the concepts 

of an application system. Together with advanced techniques of man-machine communica

tion, the object-oriented knowledge-based approach makes it easy to construct application 

systems which are more transparent than traditional programs and can be adapted by the 

user in many parts. Therefore this approach contributes a lot to the development of user

centered software environments. 
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